CONGRATULATIONS

MOST REVEREND    GERALD VINCKE
Priest from Diocese of Lansing
now bishop of Salina, Kansas

Beth’s retirement job at a CATHOLIC SCHOOL led to her CONVERSION.

SPECIAL REPORT
BLACK HISTORY IN THE DIOCESE OF LANSING

IN THE KNOW
WITH FATHER JOE

WHY CAN’T NON-CATHOLICS RECEIVE COMMUNION?
FROM THE BISHOP

SCIENCE AND REASON CAN POINT US TOWARD THE SPIRITUAL

After coming to the United States, Say Meh and family can celebrate our faith the way we want.

What are we preparing for THIS ADVENT?
Create persistent relationships ROOTED IN FAITH

V NATIONAL ENCuentro of Hispanic/Latino Ministry

How prayer saved Mario’s family from drowning and Olivia runs toward God and learns to accept his help.

Give today at HelpSpreadTheFaith.com